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Figure 1. Schematic of the global overturning circulation (“GOC”). Purple (upper ocean and 
thermocline), red (denser thermocline and intermediate water), orange (IDW and PDW), green 
(NADW), blue (AABW), gray (Bering Strait components; Mediterranean and Red Sea inflows). 
Updated from Talley et al. (2011), based on Schmitz (1995), Rahmstorf (2002), and Lumpkin and Speer 
(2007).
 
upwelled IDW/PDW is thus hypothesized to be 
the dominant source of the upper ocean waters 
that leave the Southern Ocean (Subantarctic Mode 
Water or SAMW), flow through the subtropical 
thermoclines of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, 
and eventually make their way to the northern 
North Atlantic to feed the NADW (Speer et al., 
2000; Lumpkin and Speer, 2007; Talley, 2008). 
The enhanced nutrient content of SAMW is 
evidence of its origin as upwelled IDW/PDW, and 
is essential to the biological productivity of much 
of the world ocean’s thermocline (Sarmiento et 
al., 2004).   
   
2. Relationship between NADW, IDW, and 
PDW in the Southern Hemisphere 
 North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) upwells 
to the upper ocean in the Southern Ocean where it 

becomes a source of Antarctic Bottom Water 
(AABW).  Warren (1990) reiterates1 this classic 
concept, which was based on water mass 
properties (Merz and Wüst, 1922), and moreover 
identifies the NADW core isopycnal as that which 
matches the sill depth of the Drake Passage 
latitude band (with the shallowest region actually 
being south of New Zealand).  Meridional 
geostrophic flow on isopycnals that are denser 
than this can cross the open latitude band of Drake 
Passage (roughly 57° to 61°S, sill depth of about 
2000 m), while water on shallower isopycnals 
must connect through some process other than net 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 “Thus, because of Drake Passage and the field of 
wind-stress curl, which draws the deep water of the 
Southern Ocean to the sea surface, Antarctic Bottom 
Water is just recycled North Atlantic Deep Water.” 
(Warren, 1990) 

Talley, 2013
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Figure 5. Schematic of the overturning circulation in a two-dimensional view, with important 
physical processes listed, revised from Talley et al. (2011). Colors as in Figures 1 and 4. (a) Most 
complete version, including NADW and AABW cells, and upwelling in the Southern, Indian and 
Pacific Oceans. (b) Incomplete single cell schematic, corresponding to the Gordon (1986) and 
Broecker (1991) “conveyor belt”, which (intentionally) was associated with the global NADW 
circulation, excluding AABW, but thereby incorrectly excluded Southern Ocean upwelling of 
NADW. (c) Incomplete two-cell schematic, emphasizing the NADW and AABW cells, closely 
resembling the globally zonally-averaged streamfunction.  
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All basins contribute, in 
almost equal parts, to 
source waters of NADW.

Recent focus on wind-
driven Southern Ocean 
upwelling and AMOC has 
overshadowed the 
essential roles of 
diapycnal upwelling of 
intermediate, deep, and 
bottom waters in the 
Indian and Pacific 
Oceans.

Agulhas leakageProperties and heat 
content of upwelled 
waters depend strongly on 
mixing and diffusion in the 
Indian and Pacific 
Oceans. 

Important to decadal 
variability.



Indian Ocean Overturning, Heat, and Freshwater Flux estimates at

Authors Data 
source
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Notes

Fu (1986) ?? -0.25 -0.25

Toole & Warren 
(1993)

1987 25 -87 6.7 (@24°) 1.6 ~2000 6.9 x10-5 -0.98 water mass ZVS

Robbins & 
Toole (1997)

1987 12 ± 3 
(11.9 ± 2.7 x 

109 kg/s)

-87 5.3 ± 3.5 1.6 2000, layer5 4.5 x10-5 MOC -0.41,   
gyre -0.19,     

ITF  0.18

-0.42 ± 0.19 0.30 ± 0.09
MOC 0.12, 
gyre 0.03,   

ITF 0.16

Initiated with TW ZVS. Novel silica constraint

McDonald 
(1998)

1987, global 
inverse

17 ± 5 -93 -1.45 Global inversion

Zhang & 
Marotzke 
(1999)

GCM -5 deep cell

(16 <500m)

-42

(baroclinic)

2.7 <500 0.05 No deep overturning in GCM, instead strong shallow cell from 
Ekman. ITF does not influence heat and FW fluxes

Ganachaud et 
al (2000)

1987, global 
inverse

10.6 ± 4 -74 ± 7 15 ± 5
(posteriori)

0.5 ± 1 ~1000 1-3 x10-5 -1.5 ± 0.2
ITF: -1.36 ± 0.15

-0.1 ± 0.2 0.35 ± 0.25 Initiated with TW ZVS. Global constraint. Silica constraint

Bryden and 
Beal (2001)

1987 10.1 -66.5 12.3 (@18°) 1.65 -0.12             
MOC -0.62,  
gyre -0.75,     

ITF 0.7

-0.66 0.54 0.08 PW & 0.03 SvFW /10 Sv Agulhas. 0.08 PW & 0.01 SvFW / 1 
Sv ITF. overturning & gyre heat transports similar

Sultan et al 
(2007)

1987 14.4 -55 1.5 ± 1 15.5 ± 8 x10-5 -0.33 Strong sensitivity of MOC to choice of initial ZVS. Basin-wide OA 
mapped density, yielding error covariance matrix for inverse. Use 
f/H, heat, mass conservation. Find subgyre to 70-80 E.

Lumpkin & 
Speer (2007)

1987, global 
inverse

12.4 ± 2.6 67 ±  5 
(constraint)

13.2 ± 1.8 
 0.5 k=2 x 10-4 m2/s -1.55 ± 0.12  
ITF: -1.46 ± 2.1 

-0.1 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.01 Initiated with 2000 m ZVS. Surface flux constraints (NOC, NCEP-
NCAR, ECMWF). Global

Meijers et al 
(2007)

GCM 10 <-70 10 -1 

ITF: -0.9

0.2,             
ITF: 0.2

1/8 GCM. Overturning, heat, & FW(-ve) fluxes peak at 15 S

Talley (2008) 1987, global 
Reid circ’n

16.4 ±  6.1 -73

McDonagh et 
al (2008)

2002 10.3

(52)

-69.7 ± 4.3 12 ~1500 (3300) Mass and silicate constraints. Initiated with ADCP. Layer 6, lower 
DW, goes south instead of north for RT.

Mazloff et al 
(2010) 

SOSE 11 ± 1 -1 Export from IO balances Pac & Atl & SO surface heat loss

Katsumata et 
al (2013)

1987, 2009 + 
SODA, 

K7,OFES,  Indo-
Pacific

1987:-23 ± 6 
2009:-27 ± 6  

above γ=27.4 
including ITF  

increasing trend 
since 1990s

initialised at 
γ=28.1 

Increase in upper ocean transport 1987-2009 due to increase in 
ITF. OGCMs suggest weakening of bottom inflow due to 
contraction of AABW. No significant trend in MOC.

Sprintall et al 
(2014)

synthesis of all 
ITF experiments

15 Sv @ 17.6 C

Hernandez & 
Talley (2016)

2002 & 2009, 
Indo-Pacific 

inverse

2002:  -12 ± 9 
2009: -8 ± 7

2002: -75 
2009: -92 

(posteriori)

2002: 11 ± 11 
2009: 11.9 ± 8.3 


(apriori 14± 5 )

~1000 2002: -1.1 ± 0.2  
2009: -1.5 ± 0.2 

2002: -0.47    
2009: -0.82      

(ITF @ 17.6 C)

3 inversions with A. Talley08 (Reid), B. SOSE, 3. none layer 
constraints. All initial 2000-m ref.vel + mass, silica, ITF, Agulhas, 
DWBCs constraints. Conclude overturning weakened 2002-2009, 
export of heat strengthened due to reduction in AABW formation.
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Heat flux across 32 S



to within !1 Sv (Sv " 106 m3 s#1) [see Ganachaud
(2003a) for a detailed discussion of the sources of this
model error]. Heat and salt anomaly conservation in
the layers is constrained to within !1 Sv times the sum
of the mean property, plus twice the standard deviation
of the property in the box (see appendix B in LS03).
Net silicate is conserved to !500 kmol s#1 in boxes
north of 32°S. Each of the 45 model layers contains an
equal volume of the world’s water (LS03); 45 layers
proved necessary to resolve the global range of water
masses experiencing significant transformation. Previ-
ous observation-based studies of hydrographic sections
have not included explicit air–sea buoyancy transfor-
mation (Ganachaud and Wunsch 2000; Talley et al.
2003; Ganachaud 2003b) or were not global (Sloyan
and Rintoul 2001; LS03). The inversion presented here
is also novel as it includes a circumpolar Southern
Ocean section (WOCE S4) that helps distinguish trans-
formation sites of the upper and lower meridional over-
turning cells.

Within the Arctic–Nordic seas box and Antarctic
coastal margin boxes, none of the air–sea flux products
includes sufficient ocean heat loss to accommodate the
observed Denmark Strait and Faroe Banks overflows
or Antarctic Bottom Water export across 62°S. In the
ocean these fluxes are typically associated with rela-
tively intense air–sea exchange in narrow boundary cur-
rent regions or at small scales in leads and polynyas.
Air–sea fluxes in these regions are not imposed upon
the inverse solution and, instead, are derived via con-

straints on deep layer transports in various overflows
and subbasins based on direct current measurements
and tracer observations (Fahrbach et al. 1995; Orsi et al.
2002; LS03). In the case of the Weddell Sea we have
reanalyzed direct current measurements (updated from
Yaremchuk et al. 1998) to produce new boundary cur-
rent constraints on circulation.

Interior diapycnal fluxes, reference velocity adjust-
ments, and adjustments to the air–sea heat and fresh-
water fluxes are found that satisfy the imposed con-
straints. The model’s adjusted air–sea heat fluxes are
generally consistent within error to the products, with
the following exceptions: unadjusted National Ocean-
ography Centre (NOC) fluxes are too hot (ocean heat
gain significantly larger than model results) in all tropi-
cal and subtropical boxes (cf., Grist and Josey 2003);
adjusted NOC fluxes are too cold in all three Southern
Ocean boxes (32°S–S4); NCEP fluxes are slightly too
hot in Atlantic and Indian sectors of the Southern
Ocean boxes; ERA-15 fluxes are too hot in the coastal
Antarctica boxes and Arctic Sea box; and the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin—Milwaukee/Comprehensive Ocean–
Atmosphere Data Set (UWM/COADS) fluxes are too
cold in the Arctic box. Model-derived transports across
key sections are given in Table 2. Net global meridional
salt and volume (freshwater) fluxes are not well deter-
mined at any latitude. Net global ocean heat transports
are consistent with earlier results within errors, which
are typically of the same order as earlier studies. Unlike
in the North Atlantic (LS03), where various air–sea flux

FIG. 1. Global box model geometry: 25 WOCE hydrographic sections (Table 1) form 18 boxes in which various
properties are conserved and other constraints, such as the strengths of western boundary currents, are satisfied.
Heat transports across the sections (red bars; units are 1015 W) are from the inverse model solution. Sections at a
nominal latitude of 32°S separate the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific basins from the Southern Ocean; a nearly
circumpolar composite section at 62°S separates the bottom-water formation regions against Antarctica from the
rest of the Southern Ocean.
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overturning circulation (cf. Gnanadesikan 1999). In the
model presented here, a large-scale averaged effective
diapycnal diffusivity !eff may be estimated from interior
layer transfers across neutral density surfaces, that is,
not including diapycnal transformation driven by air–
sea fluxes. Effective diffusivity values can be formu-
lated from the area-averaged density flux across neutral
density surfaces, as determined by the inversion, and
from estimates of the mean area of these surfaces (es-
timated from hydrographic climatology: Gouretski and
Jancke 1998). This formulation (cf. Speer 1997; Zhang
and Talley 1998) of an effective diffusivity is not the
same as the area-averaged mixing coefficient since it
neglects possible covariations of layer thickness and dif-
fusivity but expresses mixing intensity in familiar units.
At high latitudes near dense marginal sea outflows and
where layers outcrop, advective processes associated
with eddies and mixing processes, such as entrainment,
are widespread and confound a separation into a simple
diffusion term and coefficient of mixing. At lower lati-
tudes the global mean vertical structure of effective dif-
fusivity determined from the inversion (Fig. 5) shows
weak mixing from the base of the thermocline (26.0 "n,
!eff # 10$ 5 m2 s$ 1) down to about 27.6 "n. Average
diffusion rises to a maximum of (3.0 % 1.4) & 10$ 4

m2 s$ 1 at 28.11 "n. This value is somewhat smaller than

previous inverse-derived estimates of diffusivity (cf.,
Ganachaud 2003b). Beneath thermocline densities
these results are 3–15 times larger than globally aver-
aged estimates based on lowered ADCP (LADCP) and
CTD strain observations (Kunze et al. 2006).

Within error, our effective diffusivities are not dis-
tinguishable from Kunze et al.’s (2006) except in the
density range 27.9–28.1 "n, where we find !eff ' 10$ 4

m2 s$ 1 and they find somewhat smaller values of 1–3
(& 10$ 5 m2 s$ 1). Our larger values may reflect addi-
tional mixing on continental shelves, over topographic
ridges, or in other regions not adequately sampled in
the LADCP and CTD profiles of Kunze et al. (2006)
and within hydraulic overflows (Price and Baringer
1994; Bryden and Nurser 2003) not sampled or ac-
counted for in their methodology.

Buoyancy gain in the Southern Hemisphere can help
account for the discrepancy between theoretical (Munk
and Wunsch 1998) and observed (Toole et al. 1994;
Kunze et al. 2006) mixing. We find that, on the global
scale, air–sea forcing accomplishes much of the trans-
formation within the upper-cell circulation so that
buoyancy loss at high Northern Hemisphere latitudes is
approximately balanced by buoyancy gain in the South-
ern Ocean. For this cell, outside of polar regions, inte-
rior diapycnal mixing is negligible near base-of-thermo-

FIG. 5. Volume-averaged effective diapycnal diffusivity as a function of neutral density for
all boxes between 32°S and 48°N (thick line with standard error shaded). Also shown are the
profiles for the Atlantic (thin solid), Indian (dashed), and Pacific (dotted) boxes, 32°S–48°N.
Horizontal lines indicate watermass divisions (Orsi et al. 2002).
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Lumpkin & Speer, 2007

IO heat export has been estimated as 
strongest global meridional heat 
transport: Balances heat loss in 
Atlantic and Southern Oceans

IO has largest implied diapycnal 
mixing through thermocline and deep 
water: Implies water mass 
transformation.



• Since 1998 Indian Ocean heat storage accounted for >30% of global ocean heat gain, 
while only 12% of area. Increased heat flux into basin via Indonesian Throughflow due 
to stronger Trade winds is implicated (Feng et al, 2011; Revelard & Sprintall, 2014; 
Lee et al, 2015).

• Storage is concentrated in the southern IO and is a balance of ITF import and export 
via subtropical gyre and overturning at open southern boundary, plus basin-wide air-
sea flux.
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Fig.1. Time series (1955-2012) of yearly ocean heat content (1022J) for the 0-700 m layer of the 3 

Indian Ocean (thick solid curves). One standard deviation errors (thin vertical lines) and linear 4 

trends (dotted lines) are shown in each panel. Data provided by Dr. John Antonov and replotted 5 

after Levitus et al. (2009). 6 
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Indian Ocean Heat Gain: What is the role of heat export 
across the open southern boundary?



• Leading signal in decadal SST is uniform across the basin and influences climate 
and extreme weather events for Indian Ocean rim countries (Han et al., 2014). 

• In the North Atlantic, decadal SST (AMO) tied to subtropical overturning (AMOC)
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Fig. 13. a) The leading EOF of SST for the IO, based on 8yr lowpass filtered monthly 101 

HadISST from 1900-2008, which explains 54% variance. The monthly SST data from 1870-102 

2012 are first detrended and demeaned, and then the Lanczos lowpass filter with half power 103 

point placed at 8yr period is applied. The filtered SST from 1900-2008 is chosen to perform the 104 

EOF analysis. b) Same as a) but for the Pacific SST, which represents the IPO spatial pattern and 105 

explains 35% variance. c) The leading PC (PC1) of 8yr lowpassed SST for the Pacific (black 106 

curve) and Indian Ocean (red). Adapted from Han et al. (2013). 107 
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Indian Pacific

Decadal SST: What is the role of heat export across the 
open southern boundary?



• Inverse models using one-time trans-basin hydrographic data show basin-wide heat 
transport is carried by overturning and sensitive to the size of the Agulhas Current 
(Bryden & Beal, 2001; McDonagh et al, 2008).

Table 2
Sensitivity of circulation to the strength of the Agulhas Current

Large Agulhas after
Toole and Warren (1993)

Medium Agulhas 1995
LADCP reference level

Small Agulhas 1996
LADCP reference level

Transport across Natal valley (Sv) !79.4 !60.5 !50.2
Maximum transport of

Agulhas Current (Sv)
!84.6 !66.3 !55.2

Overturning circulation (Sv)
Overall Northward transport
below 2000dbar

25.0 20.1 18.6

Through Natal valley 1.4 6.1 9.7
Across Mid-ocean east of
Mozambique Plateau

23.5 14.0 8.9

Heat #ux (PW) !1.00 !0.84 !0.77
Freshwater #ux (!10!kg s"#) 0.52 0.46 0.43
Silica #ux (kmol s"#) 1802 1332 1039

Ekman transport is taken to be 1.6 Sv at a temperature of 19.43C, salinity of 35.7;
Indonesian Through#ow transport is taken to be 6.7 Sv at a temperature of 243C, salinity of 34.5 following Toole and
Warren (1993).
Sensitivity to the strength of the Agulhas Current is estimated to be

for heat #ux: 0.08 PW per 10 Sv of Agulhas Current transport
for freshwater #ux: 0.03!10!kg s"# per 10 Sv of Agulhas Current transport
for silica #ux: 260 kmol s"# per 10 Sv of Agulhas Current transport

The freshwater convergence for the Indian Ocean north of 323S also decreases as Agulhas
Current transport decreases. For the large Agulhas transport of 84.6 Sv, the net evaporation over
the Indian Ocean is estimated to be 0.53!10!kg s"#; for the medium Agulhas transport of 66.3 Sv,
the net evaporation is reduced to 0.46!10!kg s"#; and for the small Agulhas of 55.2 Sv, the net
evaporation is 0.43!10!kg s"#. Thus, the sensitivity in freshwater convergence is estimated to be
0.03!10!kg s"# per 10 Sv of Agulhas Current transport.

The sensitivities in heat and freshwater transports to the size of the Agulhas Current can be
understood by examining the average temperatures and salinities of the western boundary region
and of the mid-ocean expanse of the Indian Ocean. The average temperature for the Natal Valley of
6.63C is nearly 23C warmer than the average mid-ocean temperature of 4.73C due both to the
warmer western boundary current and to the somewhat smaller average depth of the Natal Valley.
Similarly, the western boundary region is saltier, as the average salinity in Natal Valley is 0.1 higher
than the average mid-ocean salinity. For constant baroclinic structure, an increase of 10 Sv in the
poleward #owing current through Natal Valley is compensated by equatorward mid-ocean #ow,
producing a stronger poleward heat #ux of order 0.08PW (10 Sv!23C!4Wcm"$C"#) and
a stronger equatorward freshwater #ux of 0.03!10!kg s"# (10 Sv!0.1/35).

The size of the meridional overturning for the Indian Ocean circulation is also dependent on the
size of the Agulhas Current. The overturning, de"ned to be the net northward transport below

H.L. Bryden, L.M. Beal / Deep-Sea Research I 48 (2001) 1821}1845 1829

Indian Ocean Heat flux sensitive to Agulhas Current



Hypothesize decadal SST and heat storage related 
to ITF AND IO heat export across open southern 

boundary.  

(Heat export includes basin-wide air-sea flux convergence, 
which is difficult to measure directly)



Actionable Recommendations towards capturing 
Indian Ocean Heat Export as part of IndOOS

• Observing system experiment: Across 34 S what time/space scales need to 
be resolved to capture meridional heat transport?

• T, S, p, v within Agulhas Current at 10-50 km horizontal, 100 (upper)-1000 
m(deep) vertical, and daily? temporal resolution, to full depth. Moorings, 
gliders, CPIES??

• T, S, p, v at single point off western Australia (~4000 m?) with same vertical 
and temporal resolution: This forms a “geostrophic endpoint” mooring for 
overturning, following principles of AMOC observing system. Mooring, 
moored profiler, glider, CPIES??

• T,S,p,v at monthly, 200 km resolution across interior to capture gyre transport 
and inflows of bottom waters. Deep Argo? XBTs?

• Silicates at decadal? resolution to help constrain overturning. GO-SHIP??
• Sustained satellite observations of sea level and wind stress for barotropic 

fluxes and Ekman transport.



Actionable Recommendations towards capturing 
Indian Ocean Heat Export

array of oceanographic and climate problems (Srokosz and Bryden, 2015). Such an endpoint 
mooring, consisting of full-depth velocity and hydrographic measurements, would give a 
dynamic height profile which, along with mooring G at the end of the ASCA array in the west 
(Figure 2), provides a measure of the interior geostrophic transport across the basin on a 10-
day basis (McCarthy et al, 2015). In this way, uncertainties related to the aforementioned 
approach, due to deep water variability and temporal resolution, would be alleviated for 
little additional cost. 

Finally, an international initiative to deploy new Deep Argo floats in the Indian Ocean would 
provide information about deep subgyre-scale variability, such as eddies and flow through 
deep passages, which can contribute significantly to meridional heat transport (Johns et al, 
2011). This would complete an international initiative to measure basin-scale heat and mass 
fluxes in the Indian Ocean (fig. 4). 

!

Summary of Proposed Initiatives for IMOX: A collaborative initiative to measure 
basin-scale heat and mass flux variability of the Indian Ocean at about 33ºS.  

Four components: 

(1) Continuation of the ASCA array beyond its pilot phase, including the deep western 
“endpoint” mooring at G. 

(2) Establishment of an eastern “endpoint” mooring off the coast of Western 
Australia and extension of the existing IMOS Leeuwin Current system array out to the 
endpoint measurement. 

(3) Deep Argo float deployments throughout the south Indian Ocean subtropical gyre. 

(4) Collaboration of Agulhas Current, Leeuwin Current, and Indonesian Throughflow 
array PIs and synthesis of Argo and satellite data, to assess the variability of the 
Indian Ocean overturning and heat transports.

Components of a Flux Measuring System
• Agulhas Current array (ASCA). Collaboration between South African, US (Beal) 

and Dutch oceanographers 2015-2020. Transition to sustained South African-led 
program planned for 5+ years!

• Argo floats (and XBT) across interior for seasonal variability over upper 1000 m 
(Hobbs & Willis, 2012). Additional deep Argo floats ?!

• Decadal, basin-wide hydrographic line for deep water (McDonagh et al., 2008), 
due for re-occupation during IIOE-2 (GEOTRACES/GO-SHIP). Additional deep 
moorings ?!

• Addition of hydrographic end-point mooring at eastern boundary offshore of 
Leeuwin Current array? (led by Feng, Australia) !

• ITF measured by ongoing Indonesian, US, and Australian programs (Sprintall, 
US?).
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Fig 4: Components of proposed IMOX initiative in red, together with other 
components of IndOOS.



Components of an IMO Measuring System

• editable version
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